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Abstract. Business process is collection of standardized and structured tasks inducing
value creation of a company. Nowadays, it is recognized as one of significant intangi-
ble business assets to achieve competitive advantages. We introduce a novel approach
to business process analysis, which has more and more significance as process-aware in-
formation systems that are spreading widely over a lot of companies. In this paper, a
methodology of business process clustering based on process similarity is proposed. The
purpose of business process clustering is to analyze accumulated process models in order
to assist new process design or process reengineering. The proposed methodology exploits
structural similarity metrics of business processes. We illustrated the methodology with
example processes inducing the hierarchical merged models from the process clusters.
Keywords: Hierarchical clustering, Business process management (BPM), Workflow

1. Introduction. The business process management (BPM) is spreading to implement
process-aware information systems for the purpose of various business innovation tech-
niques, such as real-time enterprises, balanced score-card, and knowledge management.
Many researches on BPM have provided methodologies of modeling and analyzing business
process for the last decade. Especially, as more and more companies introduce process-
aware information systems, classification and typology of business processes are getting
more significant. Some researches on the issues have been mainly made to present process
reference models based on generic business activities (for instance, Process Handbook
project [1]) and to provide standard process models in electronic business (for instance,
RosettaNet PIPs [2]). However, such researches do not support a method of company’s
analyzing the own process assets which are being accumulated in a variety of process-aware
information systems.

In this paper, a methodology of clustering business processes is presented as one of the
means to analyze business processes accumulated in information systems. We define busi-
ness process clustering as a procedure of measuring the similarities among process models
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and discovering the groups of similar processes. The results of business process clustering
can be used to recommend appropriate process models or reengineering business processes
by analyzing the patterns in each group. In our research, a structural process similarity
measure is suggested to cluster business process models. The measure is extended from
graph similarity measures in order to reflect on the characteristics of business process
modeling which contains the dependency among activities, such as AND, XOR, and OR
splits and loop.

The paper is organized as follows. We first discuss related work on business process
analysis in Section 2. A similarity measure of business process is presented in Section 3,
and the methodology of business process clustering is proposed along with an example of
insurance processes in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work. Although business process management systems are widely used in
many enterprises, the research on design and analysis about complex business process is
still not mature. One research result about business process types and classification for
general purpose process is Process Handbook of MIT [1]. In this book, there are more than
5000 types of process warehouse in each domain and function. The functional categories
are purchasing, supply chain management, marketing, sales, information systems, finance,
engineering, and so forth, and the processes are defined according to the characteristics
an task of each functional category. This is a typical research about process warehouse
construction on the basis of domain and purpose. And this research provides a reference
model for the process design by using process classification. Although the reference model
for the business process design is the same concept in this paper, it provides a reference
model not based on their own processes but based on the general and standard for all
enterprises. Our research in this paper can provide a reference model by using the existing
own processes in a specific organization.

One representative process analysis research on its own organization can be process min-
ing [4-6]. Process mining can infer process model itself by analyzing execution results and
event logs in the process warehouse or can analyze the process execution characteristics
such as inter-relationship among activities and workload allocation to the participants.
The process mining research has similar background with our research in that it also uses
the process-based information system in order to analyze business process. The differ-
ence between process mining and our research is that process mining utilizes only process
execution log data while our research compares and analyzes the process model itself. An-
other approach using event log data is proposed based on Petri-Net execution behavior
[7]. This research proposed and implemented notions of fitness, precision, and recall in
the context of Petri-Net in order to quantify process equivalence. However, this approach
needs to have event log with typical execution sequences as a starting point.

The research on structural analysis of process models for the process design and im-
provement can be classified to process inheritance, process comparison metrics, and pro-
cess evaluation metrics. Process inheritance tried to find the dynamic extension possibil-
ity of process by analyzing dependency relationship between process models [3,8]. This
research was proposed to support dynamic change of process in case of process model
expansion or change management in an enterprise. Process comparison metrics were in-
troduced to design a new process model collaboratively by many experts [9] or recommend
process models for design support [10]. The researches have analyzed many attributes of
process such as structure, participant and condition. Recently research on process metrics
is proposed to evaluate the stability and validity of process model. Cardoso [11] proposed
process model complexity metrics, which computes the split and merge complexity in
process model in order to reduce execution errors. Reijers and Vanderfeesten [12] tried
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to generate a balanced process model in the sense of cohesion and integration metrics,
which is the level of information coupling between process models. The researches on
process inheritance, comparison metric, and evaluation metric utilize process structure
analysis and support process design through the concept of dynamic change possibility,
similarity, complexity, cohesion and integration. The our clustering methodology is sim-
ilar to the above researches in that it also adopts a process structural approach to the
process model comparison, while our approach is differentiated in that it can recommend
candidate process models to support process design.

3. Similarity Measure for Business Processes. In generally, business process is de-
signed and automated in workflow engines of enterprise information systems, such as
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), PLM (Product Lifecycle Management), and SCM
(Supply Chain Management) [13]. In such systems, business process is often designed
as a specific labeled directed graph, such as UML Activity Diagram [14], EPC (Event-
driven Process Chain) [15], Petri-Net [16]. Moreover, XPDL (XML Process Definition
Language), the standardized exchange format proposed by WfMC (Workflow Manage-
ment Coalition) [17], and BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation) recommended by
OMG [18] are also based on graph-based process modeling.

3.1. Process vectors. We assume that business processes of a company are stored in
process asset library (PAL) which can be expressed in R = 〈A♦,W♦〉. A♦ is a set of the
activities that can be used for designing business process models, and W♦ is a set of the
process models. The process model is designed as tuple W = 〈A, T, Split, Join〉, where
A is a subset of A♦ and include only the activities used in W , and T is the dependency
relation among the activities in W . That is, T can be defined as T ⊂ (A−As)×(A−AF ),
where As and AF are the sets of starting and ending activities in W , respectively. Besides,
Split and Join are the functions of mapping transitions T to specialized control-flow.
Split : T → {AND,XOR, OR} and Join : T → {AND, XOR, OR}.

In our research, two types of vector models are defined to express the structure of
a business process model W : activity and transition vectors. The vectors are used to
calculate the co-occurrence of activities and their dependencies in two processes.

Suppose the total number of processes in R is N = |W♦|, and that of activities in
R is n = |A♦|. First, the activity vector of process Px(1≤x≤N) is an n-dimensional
vector ax, the element of which is the execution probability of the i-th activity in Px,
denoted ei,x(1≤x≤n). Second, the transition vector of Px is an n2-dimensional vector
tx, the element of which is multiplication of execution probabilities of two activities and
distance weight (1/dij,x) between the two. The following formula is expressing the two
process vectors.

ax = (ai,x), ai,x = (ei,x), where i = 1, ..., n (1)

tx = (tij,x), tij,x =
1

dij,x

ei,xej,x, where i = 1, ..., n (2)

The execution probability and distance weight are described in the followings.
(1) Execution probability. Activities in a process model often have different ex-

ecution probabilities in dependence on control-flow patterns in the model. Let us see
the examples in Figure 1. The activities in (a)Sequence and (b)AND split and join of
the figure must be executed only once unless the process is cancelled in the enactment.
Note that just as in Sequence pattern, activities in AND split and join are necessarily
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Figure 1. Execution probability of activities in each control-flow patterns

executed once although the execution timing is synchronously. Therefore, the execution
probabilities of activities in the two patterns are always 1.

On the other hand, the certain execution cannot be guaranteed to activities between
XOR split and join or those between OR split and join as shown in Figure 1 (c) and
(d). If we do not have the knowledge of execution rates in historical process log, we can
assume that the branches in XOR split have the same probabilities, i.e. Pr(a) = 1/s
(where, s is the number of branches). In addition, in the same assumption, the branches
in OR split have only two cases, doing or not. Therefore, the branches in OR split can
be expected to have the probability of 0.5. However, if we can obtain the experimental
probabilities of the activities, the data can be surely adopted in the probabilities of the
activities.

(2) Distance weight. Distance weight was devised to express the delicate precedence
among activities. Since business process is a collection of activities and their dependencies,
the order or precedence among activities must be critical structure. Unfortunately, normal
transitions are not enough to compare such precedence between two processes since they
are only expressing the adjacent dependencies.

The motivation of distance weight can be easily comprehended with the comparison
among four similar processes without any common transition shown in Figure 2. Each
process is modified into the next by simple change such as activity insertion and replace-
ment, and parallelism. But, the pairs do not share any transition with each other although
activities 1 and 3 have strong precedence. Especially, P4 has two similar transitions to
P3, but they are constrained transitions with XOR split and join.

The simple example shows the limitation of transition in expressing the precedences of
activities and the structures. For the reason, we adopt implicit transitions of considering
complete precedences among all activities. Implicit transitions are additional arcs which
are created between two activities if the two without a normal transition have explicit
precedence in a process model. For instance, activities 1 and 3 in P3 and P4 are connected
with implicit transition.
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Figure 2. Four similar processes without a common arc

Figure 3. Transformation to wCDG

Figure 4. Example of process vectors

Furthermore, the process model is transformed into weighted Complete Dependency
Graph (wCDG), which does not only contain normal transitions, but also implicit transi-
tions with distance weights. The distance weight has the inverse value of distance between
two activities. While the distance weight of every normal transition is 1, while that of
implicit transition has the value between 1 and 0. Figure 3 shows an example of transfor-
mation to wCDG. The dotted arcs are the added implicit transitions. The distance weight
can be used as a means of expressing complete precedence among activities in comparing
two process models.

In summary, let us see an example of activity and transition vectors of the process
model in Figure 4. The activity vector of W1 is a1=(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0.5,
0.5, 0.5). Note that activities a11, a12, and a13 have the execution probabilities of 0.5
because they are following the XOR split of fan-out=2. And, the transition vector of W1

is t1=(ti,j) where t1,6 = t6,7 = t6,8 = t7,9 = t8,9 = 1, t1,7 = t1,8 = t6,9 = t9,11 = t8,13 =
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1/2, t1,9 = 1/3, t7,11 = t7,13 = t8,11 = t8,13 = t11,12 = t9,12 = 1/4, t6,11 = t6,13 = t7,12 =
t8,12 = 1/6, t1,11 = t1,13 = t6,12 = 1/8, t1,12 = 1/10, and the other ti,j’s are zero. For
example, t1,12 = 1/10 is the multiplication of two execution probabilities (e1 = 1 and
e10 = 1/2) and the distance weight 1/d1,10 = 1/5.

3.2. Similarity measure. In our research, Cosine coefficient is adopted to measure the
similarity between two process models. We have two types of process models: activity
and transition vectors. Cosine coefficient quantifies higher value as two vectors have more
common elements with higher values. In detail, if the activity vectors of two processes
share more elements near 1.0, Cosine coefficient of the activity vectors has higher value.
In the same way, if the transition vectors of two contain closer precedences between
two shared activities, Cosine coefficient of the transition vectors has higher value. The
similarity measures of activity and transition vectors are defined as following formulas.

simact(Px, Py) =
ax · ay

|ax||ay|
=

Σai,xai,y√
Σa2

i,xΣa2
i,y

(3)

simtrans(Px, Py) =
tx · ty
|tx||ty|

=
Σti,xti,y√
Σt2i,xΣt2i,y

(4)

In summary, activity vectors can be used to compare how common activities two models
contain, while transition vectors can be done to compare how similar flows they follow.
Hereby, total similarity of two process models can be obtained by weighted sum of Cosine
coefficients of activity and transition vectors as the following equation. ・is a blending
factor of two similarities

sim(Px, Py) = αsimact(Px, Py) + (1− α)simtrans(Px, Py) (5)

4. Business Process Clustering. Business process clustering is composed of the fol-
lowing steps. First, business process models in a process repository are transformed to
vector models based on their activity and transitions. Second, the similarity values among
the models are calculated by Cosine measure. Finally, the process models are grouped
by using agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm [19]. Figure 5 shows the pseudo
code of the algorithm for business process clustering.

The algorithm is started with a business process repository R = (A♦,W ), where A♦

is an activity space, and W is a set of business processes represented in a tuple W =
〈A, T, Split, Join〉. In the tuple, A is a set of the activities which were contained in the
business process w (i.e. A ⊂ A♦ and w ∈ W ), and T is a set of the transitions among a’s
in w. Besides, Split and Join are the constraint functions of T , representing the control
flows of split and join, respectively. The two functions are called before accomplishing
the core clustering of business processes.

BPClusteirng algorithm includes two functions: create process vectors function gen-
erates process vector set V R, and vector similarity function measure the similarity among
the vectors, S(V R

f ). The two functions are called before accomplishing the core clustering
of business processes.

At the beginning, the algorithm regards all processes as initial clusters. In other words,
it creates the |W | clusters where each process is mapped to a cluster (Lines 4 to 5). Next,
the algorithm repeats the procedure of clustering the clusters until the number of clusters
decreases to the given number k (Lines 6 to 16). After finding the most similar pairs of
clusters (Line 7), it merges the two clusters cu and cv to cm (Line 8), and updates the
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Input: A process repository R = (A�,W ), the number of clusters k, a blending factor α.
Output: A clustering result CR = {(C,M(W ), S(C))| result clusters C, the membership of
processes M(W ), similarity matrix between clusters S(C)}.
Algorithm BPClustering (in (R, k, α), out C)
1: V R := create process vectors(R);
2: S(V R) := vector similarity(V R, α);
3: create |W | clusters; //make initial clusters
4: for each wi ∈W do M(wi) = ci;
5: S(C) := S(V R);
6: while |C| > k do //agglomerative clustering
7: (cu, cv) = find nearest pair(S(C));
8: delete(cu, cv, C); add(cm, C); //update clusters
9: for each w ∈W do //update the membership
10: if M(w) == cu or M(w) == cv then M(w) = cm;
11: end for
12: for each ci ∈ C(i 6= u, v) do //update similarity matrix of the new cluster
13: sim(cm, ci) = |cu|sim(cu,ci)+|cv |sim(cv ,ci)

cu+cv
;

14: S(C)← sim(cm, ci);
15: end for
16: end while
Function create process vectors (in R, out V R)
for each w ∈W do

aw = 0; tw = 0;
for each ai ∈ A� do

if ai ∈ Aw then ai,w = execution rate(w, ai);
end for
for each ai, aj ∈ A� do

if ai ∈ Aw and aj ∈ Aw then tij,w = ai,wai,wdistance(w, (i, j));
end for
AR ← aw; TR ← tw;

end for
return V R = (AR, TR);
Function vector similarity (in (V R, α), out S(V R))
for each wx, wy ∈W do

simact(wx, wy) = ax·ay

|ax||ay | ;
simtran(wx, wy) = tx·ty

|tx||ty | ;
sim(wx, wy) = αsimact(wx, wy) + (1− α)simtran(wx, wy);
S(V R)← sim(wx, wy);

end for
return S(V R);

Figure 5. Hierarchical algorithm for business process clustering.

membership of all the processes in cu and cv into cm (Lines 9 to 11). Next, the similarity
values of the new cluster cm with the others ci’s are calculated by the following equation
(Lines 12 to 15).

sim(cm, ci) =
|cu|sim(cu, ci) + |cv|sim(cv, ci)

cu + cv

; (6)

The k final clusters are achieved by (N − k) time merges.
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Figure 6. Example of insurance processes

The total time complexity of BPlusteirng algorithm is O(n2N2), where n = |A♦| and
N = |W |. The pure clustering algorithm has O(N3) complexity because it performs
the (N − k) times of the merges and each merge needs N × N comparisons. However,
create process vectors function has O(nN) and O(n2N) in calculating activity and tran-
sition vectors, respectively, and vector similarity function has O(nN2) and O(n2N2) for
activity and transition vectors, respectively.

5. Example. An example of business process clustering is presented to help readers
comprehend the proposed algorithm. Figure 6 illustrates the example of 10 insurance
processes W1 to W10.

W1 to W4 start with the registration in outdoor, offices, or web sites, and W5 to W7 are
for the exiting general or VIP members. Especially, W8 to W10 are for the members who
visit offices or web sites. Some processes need only the activity of credit grade inquiry, and
others need additional activity for credit assessment request according to the members or
the registration places. Besides, the processes for qualified customers do not include the
activity of reject notification.

For the process repository, the size of activity space A♦ is n = 13, and that of process
set W is N = 10. First, ten process models are transformed into the pairs of activity and
transition vectors. Figure 4 in Section 3.1 showed the example of transforming W1 into
two process vectors. The vectors of the other processes have been obtained in the same
ways.

The similarity values among the 10 process were calculated on the basis of activity
and transition vectors by using adjustment factor α = 0.5 (See Table 2). Because the
most similar pair of processes are (W5, W8), the two are first clustered into C1 and the
similarities between C1 and Wi’s (i 6= 5, 8) are updated by the equation sim(cm, ci) =
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Figure 7. Clusters of insurance processes

Table 1. Similarities between insurance processes.

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 W10

W1 1.000 0.792 0.207 0.207 0.748 0.219 0.257 0.695 0.227 0.227
W2 1.000 0.429 0.207 0.748 0.219 0.257 0.825 0.369 0.227
W3 1.000 0.654 0.230 0.607 0.345 0.354 0.495 0.305
W4 1.000 0.230 0.607 0.345 0.215 0.305 0.495
W5 1.000 0.514 0.411 0.929 0.361 0.361
W6 1.000 0.531 0.478 0.466 0.466
W7 1.000 0.382 0.871 0.871
W8 1.000 0.44 0.336
W9 1.000 0.759
W10 1.000

|cu|sim(cu,ci)+|cv |sim(cv ,ci)
cu+cv

. In the same way, the clustering is iterated until k = 1. The result
of hierarchical clustering was made illustrated in Figure 7. The floating numbers in the
dendrogram are the similarity values between two clusters.

Let us look into the result. W5, W8, W1, and W2 in Cluster C5 were the processes
with parallel block of activities A6, A7, A8, and A9, and the block represents the credit
assessment with credit and account checking. And, W7, W9, and W10 in Cluster C3

were the insurance processes for VIP members. Finally, W3, W4, and W6 in Cluster C7

were the processes which contains serial block of inquiring customer grade with customer
information. We can induce the merged models of the process clusters as shown in Figure
8. The merged models are not yet enough integrated to use them as process models.
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Figure 8. Merged models of insurance processes

They can be augmented by adding the condition to their control-flow after referring to
the semantics of original process models. The detailed procedure is omitted since it is
beyond this paper.

6. Conclusions. Business processes are considered one of core business assets of rais-
ing competitiveness of enterprises, and recently they are standardized and automated in
process-aware information systems. Since those systems are continuously accumulating
business processes, systematic methods of analyzing and improving the process asset is
getting necessary. To address the issue, we proposed a methodology of comparing business
process models and discovering the similar processes.

In our research, business process models are first transformed to vector models based on
their structures such as activities and transitions, and the vectors are compared by Cosine
similarity measure. Finally, the models are clustered by the agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm. As illustrated the example processes in Section 5, structurally sim-
ilar processes are clustered in the same cluster step by step. The results of clustering can
be utilized to reengineer the process models or support new process design by extracting
their common patterns and structures.

As process-aware information systems spread over companies, the analysis of business
process models which were being accumulated in the systems is getting more significant.
A variety researches on analysis and reuse of business processes, such as business process
clustering, are expected to be helpful enough for companies to designing new processes
and reengineering existing processes.
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